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→ Breakthroughs

→ Refactoring your model
○ Production code

○ Tests

→ Who’s there to protect you?



→ What are we testing?
○ Features or functions?

○ Behavior which the users cares about?

→ Are we really testing our model?





What do I mean when I say end-to-end UI test?

→ It is an automated test which interacts with a system 

via the user interface.

→ System under test is as close to a production 

environment as possible including storage and similar 

dependencies.



12) Config test Should be able to paste a valid AreaTree
Message:

Failed: TypeError: Cannot read property 'getAttribute' of undefined
Stack:

Error: TypeError: Cannot read property 'getAttribute' of undefined
at Object.<anonymous> (/Users/cederstrom/dev/kevin/ProtractorTests/specs/createConfiguration.ts:188:13)
at Generator.throw (<anonymous>)
at rejected (/Users/cederstrom/dev/kevin/ProtractorTests/build/compiledUiTestFiles/specs/createConfiguration.js:5:65)
at process.internalTickCallback (internal/process/next_tick.js:77:7)

From asynchronous test:
Error

at Suite.describe (/Users/cederstrom/dev/kevin/ProtractorTests/specs/createConfiguration.ts:180:3)
at Object.<anonymous> (/Users/cederstrom/dev/kevin/ProtractorTests/specs/createConfiguration.ts:28:1)
at Module._compile (internal/modules/cjs/loader.js:707:30)
at Object.Module._extensions..js (internal/modules/cjs/loader.js:718:10)
at Module.load (internal/modules/cjs/loader.js:605:32)
at tryModuleLoad (internal/modules/cjs/loader.js:544:12)



How do I design 
software?



→ Top-down?

→ Bottom-up?

→ Benefits?

→ Drawbacks?

→ When is one preferred?



What does my users 
care about?



→ Focus on what your users care about

→ Do they care about the inside of a black box? 



Write the e2e test first!



Not just tests;
they are specs



Why bother with
e2e testing?



But these tests
are fragile!



→ Infrastructure

→ Animations

→ Timing due to high speed

→ Depends on external systems

→ Depends on internals of 3rd party libraries



→ TDD is your friend!

→ Maybe the tests are to big?

→ Stub or fake external calls



→ e2e does not substitute unit test

→ There is no silver bullet

→ This is just one layer of the test pyramid



it('can add product',() => {
cy.searchForProducts('coffee mug')
.searchResult()
.should('have.length.gte', 1)
.contains('Awesome coffee mug')
.click()

cy.addProductToCart()

cy.cart().items()
.should('have.length', 1)
.contains('Awesome coffee mug')

cy.cart().contains('Total: 79 kr')
})



it('can search for products',() => {
cy.searchForProducts('coffee mug')
.searchResult()
.should('have.length.gte', 1)
.contains('Awesome coffee mug')

})

it('can add product to cart',() => {
cy.visit('/product/awesome-coffee-mug')
cy.addProductToCart()

cy.cart().items()
.should('have.length', 1)
.contains('Awesome coffee mug')

cy.cart().contains('Total: 79 SEK')
})



→ Write tests from your users perspective

→ Make use of your ubiquitous language

→ Write test together with domain experts 

→ Write the UI tests first

In summary



Let’s dig into Cypress



What is Cypress

→ Test automation at GUI level

→ A test runner

→ Web based

→ Javascript

→ Familiar if you are used to Jasmine, Jest or Mocha

→ Fully integrated with browser



Lab 1
Up and running!



Lab 1: up and running

→ Git clone this repo: https://github.com/cederstrom/e2e-

workshop

→ npm install

→ npm run test
○ … to run unit tests

→ npm run cypress
○ … to run the Cypress tests

→ npm run cypress:open
○ … to start the Cypress Test Runner UI

→ Run the Cypress test from the Test Runner UI

https://github.com/cederstrom/e2e-workshop


Intro to the domain



User story: Add time registration

As a consultant

I want to register my spent time

So that the customer is billed correctly





Lab 2
Writing the test after



User story: Add time registration

Scenario: Adding more time to a Day
Given that consultant Stina has registered 60 min Programming 

on New app for 2023-02-16

When Stina registers 30 min Meeting on New app for 2023-02-16

Then Stina has a total of registered time of 90 min on 2023-02-16

As a consultant

I want to register my spent time

So that the customer is billed correctly



Lab 3
Writing the test first



New scenario:

Human readable total duration

Given that consultant Stina exists and has no registrations for 2021-02-

02

When Stina registers 200 min for 2021-02-02

Then Stinas total duration for 2021-02-02 should be shown as 3 h 20 

min

✨
✨



New scenario:

Filter list of days by consultant

Given Sina and Per has one registration each for 2021-02-02

When selecting Stina

Then only Stinas registration is listed

✨
✨



New scenario:

Filter list of days by date
✨

✨



Thank you !
Andreas Cederström
Mail: andreas.cederstrom@factor10.com
Twitter: @a_cederstrom




